Power Struggle
- Overview
Power Struggle is a quick Power Card game derived from the traditional “War”
card game. The object of Power Struggle is to place cards in your trophy room pile. The
first person with 10 “trophies” wins the game.
- Setup

- Deck: A player draws cards from their “deck”. A deck is composed of at least 15
cards, and no more than 40.
- Recycle: The cards that a player has used (and are not currently on the floor or
trophy room) are placed into this pile face up, to the right side of the deck. These cards
are shuffled into a new deck, if the current deck is depleted.
- Floor: A single card is placed on the floor, unless the Power Points values are
tied, in which case additional cards are placed alongside until a winner is found.
- Trophy Pile: The “winning” card is set aside on the left side of the board in your
“trophy” pile. The first player with 10 cards in the trophy pile wins.

- Phases
- The Setup: At the beginning of the game, each player will shuffle their deck,
and place it face down on the right side of the game area. This phase is only done once
at the beginning of a game. Recycle piles may be reshuffled and create new decks,
when the deck is depleted.
- The Draw: This phase is done by all players at the same time. Each player will
draw a single card from the top of their deck.
- The Slap: After the Draw, each player places their drawn card onto the floor, the
player with the highest Power Points value wins (Power Points values are found on the
bottom right corner of the card). In the case of a tie, additional cards are drawn and
slapped alongside the first card.
- The Clean: The winning card is placed in the trophy pile, the rest of the cards
on the floor are placed in the Recycle.

